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What’s happeningWelcome to the 
first newsletter 
of the Alinytjara 
Wilurara NRM Board 
for 2014. This year 
will be an exciting 
one for the region, 
and as the weather 
starts to cool and 
people return to their 

country, we will begin to reinvigorate the 
programs for which, gratefully, we have 
been funded through the Australian and 
the South Australian Governments.

From the Regional Manager, Natural Resources Alinytjara Wilurara

AW weather stati ons
Check out data from the weather 
stati ons in the AW region on...
htt p://aws.awnrm.sa.gov.au/

Next AW NRM Board meeti ng:
8-9 April, Alice Springs

Nati onal Sorry Day 
26 May

Reconciliati on Week
27 May -  3 June

Anniversary of Mabo decision
3 June

Ceduna Arts and Cultural Centre
Features genuine Aboriginal art
2 Eyre Highway, Ceduna

Where we are and 
what we do
The Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources 
Management Region covers the 
northwest quarter of South Australia.
In Pitjantjatjara, alinytjara means 
‘north’ and wilurara means ‘west’. 
The Region spans more than a 
quarter of a million square kilometres, 
and has a populati on of approximately 
2000 people, many of whom identi fy 
with the Pitjantjatjara, Yankunytjatjara, 
Ngaanyatjarra, Kokatha, Mirning or 
Wirangu peoples.

Natural Resources Management 
(NRM) is an approach to 
protecti ng land for the mutual 
benefi t of people and the 
environment.

The AW NRM Board is the only all 
aboriginal NRM Board in Australia.

Title page: AW’s Leah Kyriacou using a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) to record survey information near Coombra Beach - article on page 12 (photograph by Andrew Brooks)

I’d like to take this opportunity to outline 
how this investment is aligned with the 
strategic prioriti es of the Board and 
Natural Resources Alinytjara Wilurara.  

The Board is made up of representatives 
from all major land holding authorities of 
the region, and is the only all-Aboriginal 
NRM Board in Australia. The Board guides 
this investment through key themes in the 
AW Regional NRM Plan, in particular:

 y People 
 y Country and 
 y Water.

The Board has also committed to a 
continuous improvement program so that 
Board Governance is a key strategic theme. 
The strength of governance and regional 
representation is a particular strength of 
the Board model and ensures that state 
and federal investment is well guided to 
the local priorities of its constituents.

The Board has ten priorities across these 
themes which aim to develop partnerships, 
engage communities and restore and 
maintain ecosystem resilience across the 
region. Key priorities include:

 y Increase Aboriginal employment and 
engagement in NRM

 y Minimise pest plant and animal impact

 y Implement long-term water management

 y Apply appropriate fire management

 y Sustain healthy coast and marine 
environments, and

 y Support public land co-management.

More specifically the Board has numerous 
challenges and exciting developments ahead 
for 2014, including:

 y Implementing  the AW Regional Fire 
Management Strategy through on-
ground engagement and actions

 y Implementing the AW Regional Buffel 
Grass Action Plan

 y Increasing Aboriginal employment in 
NRM in the region by 5%

 y Establishing a water permitting process 
with a cross government approach under 
the NRM Act

 y Partnering with Far West Coast 
Aboriginal Corporation to implement 
public land co-management 
arrangements

 y Developing more partnerships 
agreements (“Palya Kalkuni”) with 
regional stakeholders, including Far 
West Coast and APY Executive.

I look forward to seeing the partnerships 
grow throughout the year and seeing the 
on-ground outcomes that result. Please 
contact me if you would like to talk to me 
about the strategic role of the Board and 
Natural Resources Alinytjara Wilurara.

Matt  Ward 
Regional Manager, Natural Resources 
Alinytjara Wilurara

Caring for Country
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From the Presiding Member
Welcome to 
the fi rst editi on 
of Caring for 
Country, 2014.

The Board’s 
first meeting 
for the year 

02

Building 
relationships and 
strengthening 
partnerships

12

centred on the development of 
co-management strategies and best 
practices relating to community 
engagement in NRM.

We also developed a number of new 
Board Policies relating to: language 
and interpreters; wild dogs; baiting 
for pastoralism and for conservation 
and co-management agreements. 

The Board endorsed a `paperless 
approach’ to Natural Resource 
Management work with a view to 
utilising information technology 
such as tablets and the use of a 
Language Dictionary.

I was delighted to sign (on 
behalf of the AW NRM Board) a 
Memorandum of Understanding 
with Yalata Community Council. 
This agreement is referred to as a 
Palya Kalkuni (a promise to work Palya Kalkuni (a promise to work Palya Kalkuni
together). Furthermore the Board 
members signed a Palya Kaluni 
with Natural Resources Alinytjara 
Wilurara which assists in providing 
a clearer understanding (for both 
parties) of expectations and 
opportunities.

We look forward to progressing 
a number of new initiatives this 
year that will further enhance our 
effectiveness in engagement and 
natural resource management.

Parry Agius
Presiding Member 
Alinytjara Wilurara Natural 
Resources Management Board
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AW NRM region
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People: Collaborati ve PartnershipsAW NRM Board: Building relati onships

Yalata’s ‘Palya Kalkuni’ signed
After many months of consultation, the Presiding Member of the Alinytjara 
Wilurara Natural Resources Management Board and the Chair of the Yalata 
Community Council Mima Smart, formally signed the Palya Kalkuni (a promise to 
work together) partnership agreement in February, 2014. 

“The signing of this Agreement represents a significant step towards managing 
future NRM work with the Yalata Community clearly identifying mutual 
responsibilities, opportunities and expectations. This provides the basis for greater 
engagement of the people from the Community” said the AW NRM Board’s 
Presiding Member Parry Agius. 

“We are in the process of consulting with a number of communities across the 
region with a view to establishing similar Agreements” he said. “Agreements such as 
this one are developed through rigorous consultation with Communities to ensure 
that NRM is undertaken in accordance with the  priorities of the local community.”

The Agreement was signed in Ceduna by Mr Agius and Ms Smart in the presence 
of the AW NRM Board members, Natural Resources AW’s Regional Manager and 
John Mungee, Presiding Member of the Maralinga Lands Unnamed Conservation 
Park Co-Management Board.

The Indigenous Cadetship Support 
(ICS) program links Indigenous 
terti ary students with employers in 
an arrangement involving full ti me 
study and paid work placements. With 
a cadetship, students are given an 
allowance towards their living costs so 
they can concentrate on their studies 
and have paid work during their 
holidays (or throughout the year).

DEWNR is parti cularly keen to hear 
from undergraduate students in these 
areas of study:

 y science
 y natural resource management
 y applied geographical information 

systems
 y accounting or finance
 y conservation and park management

 y environmental management
 y nature-based tourism
 y business or commerce.

If you are interested in knowing more 
about this scheme please call DEWNR 
on 1802 102 (toll free) or email ics@
deewr.gov.au with your enquiry.

DEWNR’s Indigenous Cadetship Support (ICS) program 

Seated: (left to right) Brian Queama, Parry Agius, Mima Smart, John Mungee. Standing: Gary Lewis, Matthew Ward, Rosemary Lester and Sydney Chamberlain 

Parry Agius and Mima Smart signing the Palya Kalkuni
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People

The Department of Environment, 
Water and Natural Resources (DEWNR) 
has developed policy and procedures 
for conducting environmental 
assessment and management for its 
fire management program.

DEWNR’s Director Regional 
Coordination, Grant Pelton said that 
these policies and procedures ensure 
DEWNR delivers its fire management 
program as required, while maintaining 
and conserving biodiversity in the 
natural areas it manages.

“These policies and procedures 
achieve a more robust set of strategies 
to identify matters of environmental 
significance in areas planned for 
prescribed burning,” he said.

“It will also improve biodiversity 
outcomes for environmentally 
significant matters by assessing and 
managing risks from inappropriate fire 
regimes.

“In addition, it will streamline the 
planning and approval processes for 
fire management works – including 
prescribed burning.”

DEWNR is now submitting this policy 
to the Commonwealth Government for 
assessment under the Environmental 
Protection and Biodiversity 
Conservation Act 1999 (The Act).

“Our policy presents a consolidated, 
detailed and concise description of 
the strategies DEWNR uses to address 
impacts on matters of national 

environmental significance in its fire 
management activities,” he said.

A draft Strategic Assessment Report 
has been written to evaluate the 
impacts of the DEWNR Policy on 
matters of national environmental 
significance.

“The draft assessment has identified 
a range of conservation measures to 
mitigate the impacts of the program on 
these matters,” he said.

“We are now seeking public comment 
on the draft assessment report, which 
we hope will provide an accurate 
account for issues facing land owners 
and the wider community.”

The draft assessment report will be 
available from Friday, 28 February until 
Friday, 28 March.

“DEWNR conducts prescribed burns as 
part of its fire management program 
to strategically reduce fire fuel hazards 
in areas of the State’s parks and 
reserves,” he said.

“Reducing these hazards is important, 
as it can help prevent bushfires from 
spreading, make them easier to 
control and ultimately save lives and 
properties.”

The reports and other details will 
be on our website at: http://www.
environment.sa.gov.au/haveyoursay/
fire-management-assessment.

Fire Management Program
at the Forefront

Outback ideas

The Outback Communities 
Authority (OCA) of SA is promoting 
oneOutback, an exciting initiative 
to explore ways in which the SA 
Outback can thrive and prosper. 
This initiative calls for bright ideas 
about ways to use investment and 
knowledge to improve the lives of 
Outback people. 

“You may have ideas on how to 
manage roads, secure power 
to remote areas or enhance 
communications. You may have 
some thoughts about securing or 
managing water in the outback. Your 
ideas might even be around the best 
ways to provide opportunities for 
Outback people. We are particularly 
looking for ideas that:

 y cut across multiple issues

 y benefit more than one place

 y challenge the way we currently 
spend money in the Outback

 y have long term benefits.

The best soluti ons oft en come from 
the people living and experiencing 
their region on a daily basis so please 
let us know what you think.

There are three ways to submit your 
thoughts:

 y sign up and share your ideas on 
the YourSay website

 y email Outback Communities 
Authority at: oca@sa.gov.au

 y post a written submission to 
the OCA at PO Box 2353, Port 
Augusta, SA 5700
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Since time immemorial wild fire has 
been a hazard faced by the people and 
wildlife of remote outback regions. In 
January 2014 however, the Far West 
Coast region experienced 3 large 
outbreaks and numerous smaller fires 
all within a relatively short period 
sparked by lightening strikes. 

Spurred on by gusty winds associated 
with thunderstorm activity, they 
burnt unstoppably through Yumbarra 
and Pureba Conservation Parks with 
another large fire occurring inside of 
the dogfence north/west of Ceduna 
near to the coast and Penong.

Within Yumbarra Conservation Park 
approximately 40,000 hectares of 
predominately mallee woodland 
were ablaze for many days. Sadly, a 
large percentage of that area was 
suitable habitat for Malleefowl. 
However, with this park covering  
over 324,000 hectares in total and 
other larger adjacent protected areas 
providing Malleefowl habitat. As such, 
the impact on the overall Far West 
Malleefowl population is expected to 
be minimal. 

In the following months, staff from 
Natural Resources Alinytjara Wilurara 
will be monitoring the impacts of the 
fires on the landscape through detailed 
fire planning and management 
informed through on-ground post-fire 
vegetation monitoring and detailed 
analysis of historical and current fire 
behaviour. This will be led by AW’s 
newly appointed Fire Management and 
Planning Officer, Graeme Armstrong.

Staff from the Natural Resources Centre 
in Ceduna were extensively involved 

with the January fire response. NRM 
officers supported local CFS, farming 
and community volunteers on the fire 
ground, providing support from the 
air by mapping the extent of the fire 
and providing regular updates back to 
CFS headquarters, as well as providing 
support from the Centre by responding 
to phone calls from concerned 
members of the community and public.

The Natural Resources Centre conference 
room was used by CFS deputy group 
leader, SAPOL and DEWNR to hold the 
initial briefing session. 

Fire 
in the Far West Coast region

Smoke plumes from the fi res photographed by satellite over the Bight

Topics for discussion centred around 
town safety and whether communities 
needed to look at implementing their 
evacuation plans, and the strategic 
management of available resources.

For the local community it was 
a frightening but none the less 
inspirational time. The community and 
all involved can now look back and 
positively reflect on how well, in the 
time of need, a small community, local 
farmers, volunteers and big businesses 
can come together and support one 
another around a common issue.

Written by Tammy Cox, Ranger, Natural Resources EP, NRC Ceduna
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Most dashboard lamps will light up 
when the ignition is turned on and then 
should go out. If a light stays on after 
starting the engine you need to take 
notice. Don’t ignore it. If in doubt look 
it up in the Owner’s Manual.  A quick 
preventive action or repair could save 
you an even bigger bill.

RED light, NOT ALRIGHT...See to it now! 

Yellow or orange light...See to it asap

The warning lights are there for a 
reason, please do not ignore them!

There will be a secti on in the Owner’s  
Manual that explains what all the 
warning lights mean. 

Driving on corrugated roads, dusty 
surfaces and travelling through water 
can aff ect the electrical system on 
modern vehicles.  If a light comes on 
just aft er crossing a creek, or aft er a bad 
bump it might be due to water in the 
electronics or a loose wire somewhere.  
If the light stays on get it checked.   

Country: from Space

Recording landscape changes from space...

Tips for Distance Drivers: Light Wise!
Not only do the lights on your 
vehicle allow you to see down a 
dark road or street at night, they are 
also very useful for you to be seen 
by oncoming traffic in the daylight.  
Don’t assume that your headlights 
and tail lights are working. Take time 
at least once a month to check them 
and, particularly, that your indicator 
lights are working correctly. 

An easy way to check if the lights on 
the rear of the vehicle are working is 
to reverse up to a large flat surface, 
eg garage door, wall or window after 
dark, turn on the lights and look for 
the reflection.

Check each indicator in turn, then brake 
lights and tail lights. 

It is also important to keep an eye on 
your dashboard gauges and warning 
lights!  

When driving you should be checking 
your gauges and dash lights every few 
minutes. 

Important notes about lights:

 y Make sure all lights are off when 
you garage your work vehicle, 
including interior lights etc

 y Drive with your lights on during 
daylight hours (low beam) so you 
can be seen through mirages and 
gloom

 y Always indicate, even on the open 
road

 y Check all your vehicle lights regularly

 y Read the section in your Owner’s 
Manual about the dashboard 
warning lights.  Each light will have a 
set of instructions associated with it. 

Simple ti ps for checking external 
lights on your vehicle can be seen 
on:  htt p://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=FZk3Ujqdmoo

Courtesy of David Oag and Peter 
Newman, Bush and Bitumen, 
DEWNR SAAL Region

The Landsat 8 satellite orbits Earth 
every 99 minutes at an alti tude of 705 
kilometres (438 miles) in a polar orbit. 
The satellite records the daylight side of 
Earth on the southbound leg of its orbit.

The satellite returns to the same place 
on Earth occurring every 16 days at the 
same ti me of day.

Launched by NASA, the Landsat 8 
satellite began operati on in April 2013.Landsat images showing regional fi re scars before and aft er the January 2014 fi res

13 Jan 2014 29 Jan 2014
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The Indigenous Carbon Farming and 
Direct Acti on on Climate Workshop 
Report (Nov 2013) covers the resulti ng 
discussions, group consensus and 
possible best next steps.

As discussed in the Caring for Country 
article (Dec 2013) the collaborative 
workshop presented the opportunity to 
share expertise, knowledge and views 
and to consider likely climate change 
impacts for the AW NRM region.  

The carbon market and renewable energy 
opportunities that may be available within 
the AW NRM region were considered 
and ways sought to access and maximise 
these opportunities.

Papers were presented by a number of 
experts in their field including: 

 y Dr Doug Bardsley and Nathanael 
Wiseman (University of Adelaide) 
provided an update on their research 
into projected climate change 
impacts for the AW NRM region.

 y Dr Tim Moore (Engine Room 
Consulting) presented a summary of 
key policy developments and issues 
related to carbon opportunities in 
the AW NRM region.

 y Andrew Wilson (International Energy 
Centre) discussed experiences and 
expectations of supply and demand 
related to carbon market stakeholders 
in the Northern Territory (NT) and 
how lessons learned through the Fish 
River project might be of use to the 
AW NRM region.

Climate Change in the AW 
NRM Region 
Dr Doug Bardsley and Nathanael Wiseman 
(University of Adelaide)

At the workshop, Dr Bardsely said that 
indicators from his research show that 
the Alinytjara Wilurara Natural Resources 
Management (AW NRM) region will 
be impacted by climate change in the 
coming years. “In the last century, the 
average surface temperature in South 
Australia increased by 0.96°C. This is 
higher than the Australian average 
increase of 0.89°C, and higher than the 
global average increase of 0.7°C” he said.

He explained that the exact impacts 
of climate change on the region are 
likely to vary significantly between 
the Southern region, which currently 
has most of its rain in winter, and the 
Northern region where the rainfall is 
highest during summer.

The Southern region, he suggests, will 
experience a strong drying trend, with 
impacts evident even in the short term. 
In the Northern region it is expected that 
summer rainfall will intensify, however 
the total average annual rainfall will 
remain pretty much as is. 

Dr Bardsely said that local Anangu 
could assist in informing climate change 
science and impact studies through 
observing and reporting on changes in 
their region (eg local species, erosion).

AW NRM regional projections include:
 y warmer days and nights

 y hotter, longer spells
 y greater rainfall variability (both 

within each year and between years)
 y increased evapotranspiration
 y less frequent, but more intense 

storm events

 y less persistent surface waters.

Surface water, biodiversity 
conservation (particularly in the south), 
ground water, and the desertification 
of relatively fertile land are particularly 
significant issues.

Consideration of these issues and 
projections is important during the 
planning process of any carbon project. 

The maps (top right) show projected 
changes at 2030 and 2070, at low, 
medium and high percentiles, under 
different global emissions scenarios.

Carbon Policy 
Developments and Issues 
Dr Tim Moore (Engine Room Consulting)

Dr Moore is the Principal Consultant at 
Engine Room Consulting and Director 
at Australian Integrated Carbon 
Financial Services. He spoke to the 
workshop attendees about the federal 
government’s new Direct Action Plan 
and the Emissions Reduction Fund (ERF). 

Broadly, the ERF will be used to buy 
‘carbon credits’ in order to reduce or 
confiscate emissions.

Although the formal carbon price is 
due to be abolished, an indirect ‘carbon 
price’ will still exist – this will be the 

Indigenous Carbon Farming and Direct 
Action on Climate
Based on the workshop synopsis compiled by Andrew Wilson and 
reviewed by Dr Paul Dargusch (International Energy Centre)



price that the government is willing 
to pay for carbon reduction under the 
Direct Action Plan.

Research indicates that land management 
projects are unlikely to be cost 
competitive tonne for tonne with energy 
efficiency. 

Dr Moore advised that influencing 
the design of the ERF should be a key 
priority for AW NRM Board.

Lessons from the Northern 
Territory and other areas 
Andrew Wilson (International Energy Centre)

The International Energy Centre (IEC) 
was engaged by the Northern Territory 
Government to look at the experiences 
and expectations of supply and demand 
stakeholders in the carbon market.

According to Mr Wilson from IEC, 
stakeholders on both sides of the market 
pointed out that a lack of experience and 
knowledge about the Carbon Farming 
Initiative (CFI) was a major barrier to 
participation and investment. 
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Delivery risk and payment lag times are 
two key, interrelated issues that were 
raised by both supply and demand 
stakeholders. 

The Fish River NT project
The Indigenous Land Corporation’s Fish 
River project in the NT was used as an 
example of a carbon offset project that 
was successfully executed and marketed.

This project involves a largely pristine 
178,000 hectare property located in the 
Daly River Catchment. Fire management 
activities are undertaken by traditional 
owners in order to reduce the number 
of high intensity, late season dry fires, 
thereby reducing net methane and 
nitrous oxide emissions.

Approximately 25,000 carbon credits 
have been issued to date and sold to 
Caltex. The credits were valued higher 
than their market rate due to the co-
benefits of the project.

Opportunities for renewable energy 
in the AW NRM region

Mr Wilson also discussed the 
importance of considering opportunities 
available for renewable energy in the 
AW NRM region.

It is likely that the AW NRM region has 
significant renewable energy potential, 
particularly from solar and wind 
resources, with this opportunity also 
having the potential to provide benefits 
for remote power.             

Participants at the workshop 
considered a number of key questions 
regarding opportunities in the region. 

The main points arising from these 
discussions included:

 y Replanting and revegetation 
opportunities in the Southern areas 

 y Camel management is already 
occurring in a number of communities 
– carbon abatement is achievable 
through this activity. The proposed 
methodology for this activity however 
has previously been rejected by the 
Domestic Offset Integrity Committee. 
Such projects depend on the 
development of a commercial end 
use for the camel meat. 

 y Solar PV is a significant opportunity 
due to the high level solar resource 
available and the comparatively high 
cost of providing electricity through 
diesel generators. Vandalism was 
noted as being a key concern that 
may hinder potential development 
of solar PV projects.

Country: Climate Change

Projected temperature changes at 2030 (left) and 2070 (right)

SA Wind speed (below) and Solar (above) resources

Burning off at Fish River NT



 y Fire management - although this 
option is more feasible in tropical 
savannah areas where rainfall 
and climatic conditions are more 
predictable. More research is 
needed in this area. 

 y Biofuel production in the region 
using drought tolerant crops grown 
on marginal lands is a potential 
opportunity.

 y Wind power in the Southern region 
is worthy of consideration however 
the commercial feasibility of this is 
linked to grid proximity, or proximity 
to a large energy using source (eg a 
mine or industrial facility).

 y Improved cattle management  and 
reduction in their emissions are 
opportunities in eastern APY lands.

It was widely recognised that carbon 
projects will only be successful in the 
AW NRM region where they are able 
to utilise and learn from activities and 
locations that are already taking place. 

It was widely considered that carbon 
revenue would not be able to support 
projects on its own but rather should 
be seen as an additional benefit. 

Summary: group consensus 
and next steps

A number of key guiding outcomes were 
discussed:

 y Additional capacity is required at 
the local level, supported by strong 
governance structure and sound, 
independent information.  

 y Any projects undertaken in the 
region needs to consider the future 
potential impacts of climate change. 

 y Aboriginal enterprise is a unique 
element in the arguably crowded 
‘green market’. The relatively 
pristine and highly diverse and 
variable nature of the AW NRM 
region adds another unique factor 
to projects – clever and effective 
marketing will be the key. 

 y A clear understanding of the costs of 
undertaking various project activities 
in different regions is required. 

 y Projects should, where possible, 
be undertaken in areas that have 
already been identified as a priority 
from an NRM perspective.

 y The development of a ‘carbon 
portfolio’ was a key priority area for 
AW NRM. This would outline what 
kinds of projects would ideally be 
undertaken within the region. 

 y AW NRM potentially has a role to 
play as a supporter and facilitator of 
carbon projects.

 y It is a unique time to influence 
decision makers at the state 
and federal level. A number of 
key requests were identified by 
stakeholders that can be put to 
state and federal governments.

Looking at Opportunities for AW NRM continued... 

Indigenous Carbon Farming and Direct Action on Climate

The UnitingCare Wesley group have 
been doing some wonderful things 
in Port Adelaide with the Anangu 
Women in Leadership Program, 
Family and Support Services.

The women in the group requested 
that the web link to the latest 
newsletter be forwarded to anyone 
who may be interested in the group 
and have connection to the families 
and friends of the women on the 
lands. Through this they hope to share 
their participation in the group and 
share their experiences in Adelaide.

The link to the UnitingCare Wesley, 
Port Adelaide website is: 
http://www.ucwpa.org.au/program-
details-system-page/8

All Anangu women moving to, or 
visiting Adelaide are welcome to join in 
and be involved with the Friday groups.

For further information please call 
Tjunkaya Ken on 8440 2164, 
Angkuna Connelly on 84402283 or 
Jan Fehlmann on 84402293.

The women have proposed a new 
name for the program after the 
current contract ends and a new 
group commences in July 2014.

The proposed new program name 
‘Ilytjinguru Pitjangu Minyma tjuta 
City-kutu’ which literally translates 
to ‘from the bush we women came 
to the city’ and in English should 
be referred to a  ‘Country to City, 
Minymaku Leadership Program’

Uniti ngCare Wesley Port Adelaide Inc.
70 Dale Street, Port Adelaide SA 5015
Tel: (08) 8440 2200  Fax: (08) 8341 2325
Email: ucwpa@ucwpa.org.au
Website: www.ucwpa.org.au

Country to City, 
Minymaku Leadership Program

Country: Update
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As the summer heat eases, 
construction work refurbishing the 
Indulkana stockyards at Davey’s Bore in 
the APY Lands has re-commenced.

Natural Resources AW is continuing to 
work with the Indulkana community on 
this project, in partnership with EMU, 
APY Anthropologists and APY Pastoral 
with the Works Supervisor (Skill Hire).

The Project aims to develop community 
capacity and infrastructure to control 
horses, donkeys and camels, which 
regularly invade the community, causing 
health problems and desecrating sacred 
sites. The project construction has three 
parts:

Stage 1: Upgrade the existing cattle 
yards (completed late 2013)

Stage 2: secure a new holding paddock 
to the east of the Yards (approximately 
25 sq kilometres of fencing). This 
includes re-directing the access road 
from Stuart Highway, and fencing off 
areas of environmental and cultural 
significance.

Stage 3: Constructing a low impact 
‘diversion’ fence around Mt John to 
protect cultural sites.

It is expected that the work will take 
most of 2014 to complete. AW and Skill 
Hire will be sponsoring two full time 
positions in undertaking the work. 

Davey’s Bore 
stockyards 

Stage 2 underway
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The 2014 UniSA Summer School, held 
at Magill Campus, was coordinated 
and delivered by Paul Eckert. Paul is a 
fluent Pitjantjatjara speaker who has 
a long association with the region and 
its people. He also worked alongside 
Linguist and University of Adelaide 
Lecturer, Dr Mary-Ann Gale, to train the 
Pitjantjatjara tutors.

This year the course was attended by 
AW’s Communications Coordinator, 
Helen Donald. “Not only did I manage 
to grasp a good  understanding of the 
language but I also gained a great deal 
from the friendship and comradery of 
my tutors and the diverse group as a 
whole - it was an exceptional learning 
experience” she said.

AW goes to Pitjantjatjara Language Summer School 

The 2014 Pitjantjatjara language “graduates” and their tutors

Completion of Stage 1 in late 2013 Working on Stage 2: New holding paddock

Young men from the APY preparing the gates

Country: Building for the future
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Country: Feral Animal Management

In December 2013 Ceduna NRC staff 
noticed camels wearing satellite 
tracking collars were congregating in 
the region north of Cook (located on the 
east-west trans Pacific railway).

The tracking collars, nine in total, 
were deployed in 2011 to gain a 
better understanding of feral camel 
movement across the landscape. This 
was done through the National and 
State feral camel removal program. The 
collars were deployed with the use of 
helicopter and tranquillizer darts under 
the supervision of a veterinarian. 

The collars have since proved to be 
a fantastic monitoring tool for land 
managers particularly when working 
across vast and remote landscapes.

After the initial collaring program, Yalata 
and Natural Resources AW land managers 
noted that the camel collar data did not 
inform management of feral herds and 
protect key sites within the Yalata area. 

It was planned that a further two 
satellite tracking collars be deployed 
onto feral camels along the coastal 
fringes of the Yalata Indigenous 
Protected Area to fill this information 
void. It was thought that this could be 
undertaken at the same time as the 
planned cull to make most economical 
use of the helicopter time.

However, after several hours of 
searching along the coastline (over 
270,000 ha search area) no feral camels 

were located and no visible signs found 
to indicate their presence in the area. 

This led the team to conclude that the 
feral camel cull undertaken in February 
2013 over the same area (in response 
to Yalata Land Management and 
community concerns) had all but totally 
removed the feral population from 
that area. This is particularly supported 
by clear evidence of substantial 
regeneration of coastal vegetation.

The two main reasons for congregations 
are the availability of surface water and 
the availability of green feed resulting 
from thunderstorm or rain event during 
the harder warm periods. In December 
the congregations occurred in the area 
where recent rainfall had resulted in a 
flush of green feed. 

Unfortunately the area of congregation 
to the north of Cook houses hundreds, 

possibly thousands of small clay pan 
depressions that collect valuable water 
run off, provide critical shade, water and 
precious feed for the multitude of native 
birds and animals such as red kangaroos 
and Bustards that rely on it to survive the 
hotter months.

The devastation of these clay pans by 
feral camels as they browse on trees, 
snapping branches and trampling 
valuable vegetation, presents a real 
threat to the native species.

On several occasions the team noticed 
examples of where so many branches 
had been broken off of trees that wedge 
tailed eagle nests within the trees had 
broken apart and fallen to the ground.

The day prior to the cull being 
implemented three local traditional 
owners from Yalata and Oak Valley 

Feral Camel Management in Southern AW

Camel herd in the Southern AW with camel wearing satellite (Judas) collar

Satellite image of region showing the location of camels wearing the tracking collars

Written by Robbie Sleep, Senior Ranger, Natural Resources EP, NRC Ceduna
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Country: Feral Animal Management

Jeremy LeBois, Thomas Sandima and Richard Pepper-Kugana were engaged to 
conduct an brief opportunistic feral camel density survey with the use of light aircraft. 

This survey was important, not only did it provide information on herd numbers 
but also their exact locations. This was used to maximize helicopter efficiency once 
on site. The cull commenced around midday the following day.

In total 506 feral camels were removed from a control area of approximately 7500 
square kilometres or 679,000 ha over a two day period by Natural Resources AW 
and EP staff.

This was a fantastic result which will allow the local area to recover from the 
devastating impact of feral camels, especially in light of the fact there are currently 
very few rabbits in the area. The unseasonal rainfall in this particular region 
presented a once in fifty year opportunity in which camels congregated. Their 
removal will allow a multitude of native plant species such as Western Myall to 
regenerate and recover and give native birds and animal species a chance to 
increase their populations in this harsh environment.

The Ceduna NRC Staff involved were Paul Gregory (ground support) Tammy Cox 
(remote flight following) and Rob Sleep (Ops manager, lead marksman, general dogs 
body) with Natural Resources AW’s Neil Collins and Matt Ward project managing.

Two Brothers 
Walking
Two Brothers Walking is a 
documentary which encourages 
all of us to take a fresh look at 
the world’s oldest living culture 
through the lens of “Tjukurpa”, 
the original law and culture of 
the APY Lands.   On a journey 
covering 20,000km, fi lmmaker 
David Salomon follows Anangu 
lawman Murray George and Yalanji 
Bama John Hartley (from the 
tropical rainforests of far north 
Queensland) as they sit down 
with Aboriginal men and women 
responding to the endangered 
positi on of traditi onal culture in 
Australia and calling on everyone 
to come together to keep it alive.  
The two men are united in their 
eff orts to gather together the last 
of the generati on who walked 
the country in the old way.  From 
the Central Desert to Far North 
Queensland, Two Brothers Walking 
is a journey into the Wanampi 
(Rainbow Serpent and Kurriyala) 
Tjukurpa told by the custodians of 
this ancient spiritual story. 

Two Natural Resources Alinytjara 
Wilurara staff  members were fortunate 
to att end a screening of this important 
fi lm recently.  “It is a wonderful 
celebrati on of Anangu culture and 
delivers an important message to all 
of us that we need to take acti on to 
ensure culture is kept alive for future 
generati ons” said Angela Whiti ng, Project 
Consultant pictured here with Murray 
George and Yalanji Bama John Hartley 
with Ivan Copley OAM from the Australian 
Bureau of Stati sti cs and the Turkindi 
Network and Dr Robyn Layton AO QC Co-
Chair of Reconciliati on SA Board.

Above: Trees and ground vegetation damaged by camel 
herds cause increased erosion

Below: Damage to trees suitable for nesting will 
adversely affect native bird populations (particularly 

for larger birds such as wedgetail eagles) 



Yalata Coastal Region: Shorebird Surveys

Hooded Plover, Red-capped Plover, Sooty 
Oystercatcher and the Pied Oystercatcher
Written by Paul Gregory    Photography by Paul Gregory, Leah Kyriacou and Andrew Brooks

The stunning coastline of the Yalata 
Indigenous Protected Area (IPA) 
stretches from the east of the Nullarbor 
where the Bunda cliffs become a 
coastline of massive dunes. These 
dunes stretch from Head of Bight to 
Wahgunyah Conservation Park.  The 
sandy beach, and protected fore-dunes, 
interspersed with rocky headlands 
provide ideal habitats for a number of 
rare and vulnerable nesting shorebirds. 

These species, along with many other 
resident and migratory shorebirds, 
are monitored annually to determine 
what impact the recreational fishing 
activities in the area may have on their 
health and populations. 

In December 2013, an annual 
shorebird count and community 
threat assessment survey were 
undertaken along the 36kms of Yalata 
Coast between the Granites campsite 
and Twin Rocks at the Head of the 
Bight.  Projects such as these require 
numerous resources and a number of 
experienced personnel to implement 
in a reasonable time frame. Not only 

does the survey cover a vast stretch of 
coast line, but it is also undertaken in a 
very remote part of the state.

To carry out the shorebird count, the 
coast is divided into 3 transects to 
quantify residential and migratory 
shorebirds and birds of prey. Each 
transect is divided into 2 sections of 
approximately 5-7kms each. Some 
sections are carried out on foot while 
others can only be carried out using 
the Natural Resources Alinytjara 
Wilurara’s Gator ATV.

The count focuses on four species 
of shorebirds that are either rare 

or vulnerable under the EPBC Act 
(1999).  These species include the 
Hooded Plover, Red-capped Plover, 
Sooty Oystercatcher and the Pied 
Oystercatcher. The survey teams record 
all threats observed in the immediate 
vicinity where any one of the above four 
species are known to be present. 

This season threat assessments 
showed a marked increase in dog 
prints (increase of 56% over a two 
year period). Although Hooded Plover 
numbers remained steady, Pied and 
Sooty Oystercatcher numbers were 
down on previous years.

Year Total bird 

numbers

Hooded 

Plover

Red-Capped 

Plover

Pied Oyster-

catcher

Sooty Oyster-

catcher

Number of threat 

assessments

Threat assessments 

showing dog prints

2010 605 9 251 40 21 107 93%

2011 1286 11 295 41 39 74 17.6%

2013 1360 12 414 20 17 89 74.2%
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The survey team set up at Jaxson’s campsite

Threatened shorebird species survey data, Dec 2013
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Yalata Community threat 
assessment surveys 

The second project implemented 
on the December field trip was the 
community threat assessment surveys.  
These surveys, carried out annually 
in conjunction with the women of 
the nearby Yalata Community, are 
conducted at six high-use recreational 
areas/campsites. These included Hilton, 
Bob’s Kitchen (Jerry’s Beach), Jaxsons, 
Geues, Coombra and Granites. 

Participants walked a 1km section of 
the beach, covering 500m on either 
side of the six nominated campsites 
to monitor disturbance and threats 
from recreational activities such as 
fishing, camping and off-road vehicle 
use. Other data collected included: 
species presence, predator presence and 

habitat variables. This data is added to 
a long-term data set, informing future 
management strategies and threat 
mitigation.

This season the Yalata Women’s 
Centre assisted in these surveys with 
Jess Viersma, Coordinator, Yalata 
Women’s group and Mellissa Windlass, 
teaming up with Natural Resources 
AW’s Community Project Officer, 
Nathan Williams to carry out 3 of the 6 
assessments. 

The research team below left to right: Donna Belder, 
(Researcher, Adelaide University), Leah Kyriacou 
(Project Support Officer), Adam Wood (Manager, 
Program Development and Reporting) both from 
Natural Resources AW, Daniel Bailey (NRM Officer) 
NR EP Streaky Bay, Andrew Brooks (Volunteer from 
Ceduna community), Nathan Williams (Project 
Officer) Natural Resources AW with Paul Gregory, 
Natural Resources AW (behind the camera).

Adam recording penguin carcass

Donna checking along the shoreline (photos by Leah)

Threatened species: Top: Pied Oystercatcher 
     Bottom: Juvenile Red-capped Plover   

(photos courtesy of Paul Gregory)

Water: MarineWater: Marine
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While conducting the shorebird 
surveys two logger-head turtles 
were discovered washed up along 
the Yalata coast. Turtles do not 
usually live around this section of the 
Australian coastline and for those who 
travel on the currents into the Bight 
their prospects of survival are poor.  
Unfortunately the high energy waves 
generally prevent them from being 
able to swim back out to sea once they 
have been washed ashore. 

The carcass of an adult logger-head 
turtle was found near Twin Rocks. 
It appeared to have died only a few 
days prior to being discovered.  It was 
photographed, measured and a tissue 
sample (DNA) taken to be sent to the 
South Australian Museum for research 
purposes. 

A second logger-head turtle was 
found on the beach near the Granites 
campsite.   Although it was alive it 
appeared extremely exhausted.

Members of the shorebird survey 
team made a number of attempts 
to carry it out past the breaking 
waves in the hope it might be able 
to catch the current away from 
shore. Unfortunately, in its weakened 
condition it repeatedly washed ashore 
and later died. 

Logger-head Turtles Discovered During Survey

Threats to Shorebirds chart: Dec 2013

The shorebird count and community 
threat assessment surveys coincided 
with the recreational fishing survey 
(see page opposite) in the Yalata beach 
area. 

This presented the two teams with 
the opportunity to get together in 
the evenings for various recreational 
activities including fishing, walking and 
light photography (thanks to Andrew). 
Leah and Donna put together some 
great meals and fresh salmon, cooked in 
the coals, was enjoyed by all thanks to 
Nathan and his fishing skills. 

Yalata Coastal Region: Shorebird Surveys (cont...)

Paul Gregory attempting to take the 
stranded turtle out beyond the breaking surf

Top: Exhausted Loggerhead turtle washed up on beach

Bottom: Details of Loggerhead turtle carcass recorded  
and sample taken for future studies



month period. Between October 2013 
and March 2014 (mulloway fishing 
season) a total of 732 fish were caught 
by recreational fishing groups surveyed. 
Numbers in their fishing parties ranged 
from two to ten people, with a total of 
148 people surveyed over the season. A 
mammoth 173 days and 1114 hours of 
fishing effort was recorded during this 
period, making this the second largest 
data collection since the beginning of 
the surveys.

Recreational fishing surveys carried out 
since 2009 have interviewed a total 
of 558 recreational fishers visiting the 

coast. Interesting only 23 of them were 
female (six of whom were interviewed 
as part of this season’s survey). 

Since the beginning of the survey in 
2009, a total of 3,808 hours of fishing 
effort and 510 days of fishing has been 
surveyed. The number of fishing lines 
per person averages 1.29 rods/person 
with some groups having 12 rods in their 
camp at any one time. The surveys also 
showed that 46.8% of these groups use 
All Terrain Vehicles (ATV) in the area. 

This data provides invaluable insight 
into the environmental impact of 
fishing on the region as well as on fish 
stocks. It is instrumental in developing 
strategies to ensure that any increase 
in recreational fishery traffic doesn’t 
impact negatively upon the health or 
numbers of local species. An updated 
report and scientific paper summarising 
the findings of the last four seasons 
(including 2012/13) will be available 
from the Natural Resources Centre in 
Ceduna in the near future. 

Annual mulloway recreational fishing 
surveys were developed in response 
to local Community concern about fish 
stock sustainability and exploitation of 
the stock by visiting anglers. Community 
leaders from Yalata requested that 
Natural Resources Alinytjara Wilurara 
develop a project to gather relevant 
data. The surveys are carried out weekly 
over the peak mulloway season by 
Yalata Land Management staff, local and 
community volunteers and staff from 
Natural Resources Alinytjara Wilurara. 

The first recreational fishing survey 
was developed by SARDI Aquatic 
Sciences, Yalata Land Management and 
Natural Resources Alinytjara Wilurara 
staff in 2009. This was designed as a 
means of determining fish catch ratios 
and gather by-catch data and to assess 
the full extent that recreational fishing 
(during peak mulloway season) was 
having on fish stocks in the area. The 
greatest concern is that mulloway 
spawning season, during November 
and December, coincides with the peak 
mulloway recreational fishing in the area. 

The recreational fishing surveys capture 
data on the following:

 y location where the fish was caught

 y number of days and hours fished

 y number of people in the fishing party 

 y number of fishing lines used

 y all terrain vehicle use

 y species caught and by-catch

 y length and weight of fish caught

 y age and sex demographics of fishers

 y postcodes of fishers 

 y retainment/release rates

This year’s recreational fishing surveys 
went extremely well with a total of 42 
interviews conducted over the four 

Mulloway Recreational 
Fishing Surveys      2013-2014

Water: Marine
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Satelite tag attached mulloway’s dorsal fin and 
(below) mulloway being released back into the ocean

By-catch: Australian Bullray

Written and photographed by Yasmin Wolf, Natural Resources AW‘s Coast and Marine Officer 



Caring for Our People, Country and Water
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Adam Pennington
Landscape Ecologist

Now based in Adelaide with Natural 
Resources AW, I previously spent 3 
½ years in the remote Indigenous 

community of Tjuntjuntjara in the 
Great Victoria Desert of Western 
Australia, across the border from Oak 
Valley and the AW NRM Region.

During my time in Tjuntjuntjara 
I gained an appreciation and 
respect for Indigenous cultural and 
ecological knowledge by working 
with the community, particularly 
men, to develop the Spinifex Land 
Management and Ranger Program 
(SLMRP).

The SLMRP now employs 5 Indigenous 
Rangers from Tjuntjuntjara to manage 
natural and cultural values within and 
around the 5.5 million hectare Spinifex 
Native Title Determination Area.

Tjuntjuntjara is linked to Oak Valley, 
Yalata and Ceduna through family, 
kinship and cultural connections so I 
have a good knowledge of the people 
and country within the Region.

Prior to being in Tjuntjuntjara, I 
worked as an Ecologist with the Forest 
Practices Authority in Tasmania where 
I provided advice on the retention 
of threatened species, and potential 
habitat, as well as threatened plant 
communities, within a production 
forestry landscape.

In my role as Landscape Ecologist, I 
look forward to the opportunity to 
maintain the links to Anangu in the 
region that I developed during my 
time in Tjuntjuntjara and to fostering 
skill and knowledge sharing between 
communities.

I will be working closely with 
communities, land management 
organisations and other stakeholders 
to develop community-driven plans 
for natural and cultural resource 
management in the region, as well 
as continue the AW region’s work on 
threatened species and ecological 
communities.

Welcome Lilyanna

Our baby has arrived at last! Poor 
little Lilyanna Lipcer Hood is not 
aware of it yet but her mother’s 
colleagues have claimed her as 
our little AW mascot. Ollanta (Olly) 
Lipcer, was based in Ceduna as 
AW’s Community NRM Coordinator 
for almost 3 years until she took 
maternity leave in December. Thank 
you Olly and Symon for creating this 
little wonder for us.

New “Kids” on the Block ...

Saras Kumar
Manager, Protected Areas and Public Lands

I moved to Australia almost 6 years 
ago to start my dream job - Manager 
of the Great Australian Bight Marine 
Park (GABMP). I don’t think it gets 
much better than living in Port Lincoln 
and managing a near pristine marine 
park with whales and sea lions while 
working with Traditional Owners. 

I grew up in England, studying marine 
and freshwater biology at university 
in London before moving to Malaysia 
(where my dad is from) to get some 
work experience. There I got a whole 
lot more than I bargained for; I met 
my husband, Suresh, completed a 
Masters degree in marine biology, had 
two sons and started an environmental 

consultancy and a marine conservation 
NGO. I spent many happy weeks on 
islands either underwater or on land 
working with communities to protect 
the coral reefs they relied on.

After working as the GABMP Manager 
for 4 years I took up a role in 
organisational development in DEWNR 
focussing on improving the way we 
engage communities and supporting 
women’s development. I enjoyed 
the role but ached to get back to the 
region so I jumped at the chance to 
become the AW’s Protected Areas and 
Public Lands Manager.
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Lynda Marshall

A banana bender, I have moved down 
from regional Queensland to undertake 
the Buffel Grass Coordinator position.  
Having seen the devastation buffel 
grass has caused to plants and wildlife 
in central and western Queensland,  
I find the name mamu tjanpi/tjanpi 
kura (devil grass/bad grass) as it is 
known here, very appropriate. It is now 
widely distributed across the northern 
areas of the Alinytjara Wilurara (AW) 
region, in the Anangu Pitjantjatjara 
Yankunytjatjara (APY) Lands where 
dense infestations are causing 
considerable cultural, environmental 
and safety threats within local 
communities.    

As a result, a buffel grass control 
program has been established to 
destroy infestations in the southern 
part of the AW region, with a particular 
focus on the Oak Valley community, 
the Eyre Highway and the railway line 
from Ooldea to Malbooma.   

Part of my role is to ensure the 
Alinytjara Wilurara plan is successful by 
working with communities to generate 
awareness of the potential serious 
threat mamu tjanpi poses to cultural 
and environmental issues within the 
southern 2/3 of the AW region as it has 
done up north.  To engage with people 
on the ground to develop suitable 
management options that provide 

communities with the capacity to 
successfully eradicate and control the 
spread of mamu tjanpi whilst we still 
have a window of opportunity.  It is also 
to provide support and assist in finding 
workable solutions for land managers 
in the APY lands to contain or minimise 
the impact of mamu tjanpi.   

Graeme Armstrong
Fire Management and Planning Officer

Moving from Rockhampton, Qld (where 
I was the Biodiversity Coordinator 
in NRM) to the North West of South 
Australia certainly presents a whole swag 
of new opportunities and challenges. 
I started working for AW in February 
based in Ceduna as the Fire Planning 
Officer where my job is to implement 
the AW Fire Management Strategy.

This involves working with National Parks 
South Australia, Country Fire Service (CFS) 
and communities to develop operational 
plans for potential strategic burns.

Planned burns are aimed at protecting 
cultural sites and property from wild fires 
or by creating fire breaks in the landscape, 
protect the habitats and threatened 
species from wild fires. As such, I will 
be working to assist implementation of 
traditional cultural practices.

(Graeme has a PhD in fire ecology)

Daniel Bailey
Sustainable Resource Coordinator

Hi all, I’m originally from the Flinders 
Ranges and have grown up in an 
environmental/resource protection/
aboriginal heritage background, 
travelling and working all around the 
state as a volunteer and for fun where I 
was lucky enough to have the privilege 
of visiting some of South Australia’s 
most remote areas and meet a diverse 
range of people. 

I’m very outgoing and am always up 
for a chat. I have travelled to various 
countries around the world and had 
some amazing cultural/environmental 
experiences along the way. 

I’ve been working in DEWNR (aka 
DENR) for 3 years now, originally based 
in the SAMDB and a brief stint working 
in the Eyre Peninsula doing work that 
focused on various ecological surveys/
projects, education/community 
engagement and project management. 
Before that I worked as a tour guide, 
ecologist and lecturer at TAFE teaching 
throughout the APY Lands and Flinders 
Ranges. This allowed me to indulge 
my passion  for educating people to 
recognise the amazing environments 
we live in and to help look after them 
for future generations.
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